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CONNECTING
an Industry

T

hink about how much you could
improve your bottom line if any
system could communicate effectively
with any other system. Hoteliers could offer
their guests a wireless world, with easy
connectivity for any of their digital lifestyle
devices. Hotel staff in every department
could share guest profile information and
real-time reporting data. Televisions,
telephones, room controls, locks, kiosks and
display terminals throughout a hotel could
react to the guest automatically and even
intuitively. Vendors could stop re-inventing
the interface wheel with each project and
divert those resources to core product
enhancements.
Through its workgroups, conferences,
special events, white papers and Thought
Leadership programs, Hotel Technology
Next Generation (HTNG) is delivering
practical solutions to the challenge of
interoperability. In the process, it is
rewriting the parameters of possibility.
“HTNG is helping the hospitality industry
grow up in technological terms,” said
Sophie Grigg, vice president, research, PAR
Springer-Miller Systems.
HTNG’s impact on reshaping hotel
technology starts with its mandate to make
things happen. “It’s not about creating
standards; great standards already exist,
and we embrace them. Rather, it’s about
delivering solutions,” said Douglas C. Rice,
HTNG’s executive director.
A “meeting place” for hotel operators
and vendors, HTNG provides the forum
in which both hoteliers and technology
providers can discuss the issues that
prevent hotel technologies from maximizing
sales, guest satisfaction, staff efficiency
and profitability. More than discussing
the problems, though, HTNG creates
opportunity and incentive to do something
about them. It motivates its workgroup
members to move beyond “think tank”
rhetoric by requiring deliverable results.

Solutions That Work for Every Hotel
Committed to spurring hotel technology
to the cutting edge, HTNG initiatives make
best practices and solutions available to
www.hospitalityupgrade.com

all hotels, not just to the megachains. “All of our efforts
are implemented by vendors
who sell to the whole market.
Solutions must target the
needs of hotel companies of
all sizes and in all geographic
locations,” Rice said. “It has to
work in the real world, which
means it can’t layer on extra
technological management
costs or complexity.”
Every HTNG deliverable
must improve reliability and
be scalable. This approach
“It’s not about creating standards; great standards already
protects the operator’s
exist, and we embrace them. Rather, it’s about delivering
investment and ends the
solutions,” said Douglas C. Rice, HTNG’s executive director.
repetitious cycle of system-wide
overhauls once and for all. And
Fostering communication rather than
it has to be future proof, reducing the cycle
competition puts HTNG in a unique position
of repeated system replacements as new
to fuel rapid change in an industry where
technologies emerge over time.
lack of integration has been a stumbling
HTNG incorporates dialogue from
block. “The investment in time and money is
its member operators and vendors
well worth it. The panorama of possibilities
to forge new answers to technology
is energizing. Through its opportunities to
challenges. Deliverables focus on increased
network and to work with a broad range
efficiency—whether through the labor- and
of people in workgroup settings, HTNG
time-saving ease of remote management
generates more shoulder-to-shoulder
capabilities or the flexibility to outsource if
work amongst competitors than most
outside service providers present more cost- groups,” said Teresa Galler, vice president,
effective business options. Solutions have to
operations, Multi-Systems, Inc.
work equally well for the independent hotel
Through its certification program and
in Thailand, for the megachain with brands
through the specifications written by its
and properties around the globe, and
workgroups, HTNG is creating a future in
for the regional third-party management
which hoteliers can buy the best systems for
company.
their needs without worrying whether the

Broader Choices for Buyers, Ready
Markets for Vendors
A reputation for results increases the
return on the membership investment.
Glen Lavigne, SolutionInc’s president and
CEO, said, “HTNG is highly focused on
delivering solutions that benefit the guest
and the hotelier by creating awareness of
the current and future picture of the hotel
industry as it relates to technology. This is
certainly an organization that we wish to
be a part of, as it keeps us at the forefront
of trends affecting the industry as a whole
and the guest of the future.”
HTNG Supplement Fall 2006

products will interface. HTNG certification
assures hoteliers that they can buy the
product with the confidence that it will
integrate seamlessly with other systems
carrying certification.
With operators and vendors on the
same side of the table, HTNG is laying the
groundwork for next generation technology.
“No solution is a good solution if it becomes
obsolete in a year or forces the hotelier
to continually take rooms out of inventory
to update infrastructure,” Rice said. “Next
generation technology is about solutions
that will carry the industry forward for five,
10 or even 20 years.”
Fall 2006
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HTNG harnesses the power of tomorrow’s
technology to make your business better today.
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Future Vision

HTNG challenges industry leaders to break new ground
and deliver tomorrow’s technology today.

“I

f all of the consumable technology
available today was incorporated
into one property it would be
heralded as the ‘hotel of the future’,” said
Matt Muta, CTO—Retail and Hospitality,
Microsoft. Satellites and identification chips
have their appeal on the sexier side of
future technology. However, for hoteliers
who want to future-proof their businesses,
integration and interoperability will be the
hottest topics around. “Our hotel customers
have a lot of applications, but they can’t
talk to each other. Developing ways to
make that happen would help hoteliers
accomplish their goals, from achieving
differentiation in the marketplace and
improving their relationships with their
guests to lowering their cost of doing
business and increasing profitability. HTNG
is driving for convergence across interfaces.
That’s why we got involved,” Muta said.
With the roll-out of its Thought
Leadership programs last year, HTNG
is giving top executives from technology
companies and the hotel world the
opportunity to exercise their future vision
and identify the products and processes
that can make tomorrow happen faster,
easier and less expensively for today’s
hotelier.

What Does Next Generation
Technology Have In Store?
• Convergence and network infrastructure
“Cabling is a huge, and often hidden, cost.
It’s no longer technically necessary for hotel
rooms to have multiple cables. Our goal is
to make it no longer practically necessary,”
said Douglas C. Rice, HTNG’s executive
director.
Dozens of devices in the guestroom—
from entertainment sources such as the
television to environmental controls such as
ceiling lights—will all be connected and
operated over one converged network.
It’s not possible yet. Too many components
from too many vendors are required to
make the vision economical, maintainable
or, most importantly, convenient for the
guest. “We need new hotel-specific
products that will replace many of these
devices. That’s where HTNG plays such a
valuable role. In our discussions in the InRoom Technology workgroup, vendors and
A4
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businesses realized these devices were
needed by everyone and that no company
could do the design and manufacturing
alone,” said Bob Bennett, the former chief
information officer, Ginn Clubs and Resorts.
• IPTV “The potential of IPTV can be
summed up as TiVo® with the instant recall
of every program ever made. That’s the
perfect entertainment product for the hotel
room—where every guest wants to watch
what they want to watch on their own
schedule,” said Rice. According to David M.
Bankers, senior vice president, product and
technology development, LodgeNet, it’s a
product hoteliers will be looking for new
ways to monetize. “Hoteliers are exploring
ways to go beyond satellite channels and
pay-per-view movies and into interactive
hotel marketing and guest service
applications,” Bankers said. “They want a
total solution that returns as much wow from
their investment as possible. HTNG helps us
understand the market and the competitive
landscape. The insights we gain help us
take a bigger picture approach.”
• IP telephony “The traditional PBX is an
expensive dinosaur. Mobile phones and
Internet telephony have reduced revenues
to nearly zero. That won’t change,” said
Rice. Open source PBXs would save
hoteliers hundreds of thousands of dollars.
HTNG provided the link between vendors
and operators to design and build IP
telephony capabilities specifically tailored
to the needs and infrastructures of hotels.
“Luxury will no longer be only about
good soap and a certain thread-count
sheet. Luxury will be as much about being
able to make a video call to your children
while you’re traveling,” said Nick Price,
CTO, Mandarin Oriental Hotels Group.
“It’s going to be an increasingly mobile
world. HTNG gives us the opportunity to
look vendors in the eye, surrounded by our
peers, exchange ideas about what’s missing
in the market, and start working on an
outcome that delivers what we want,” said
Price.
• Remote management “One of the
biggest challenges hotels face is supporting
the complex set of technologies deployed
inside their walls,” Rice said. In the future,
watch for remote management systems
that detect, diagnose and repair remotely
HTNG Supplement Fall 2006

across a network. “This will allow the industry to
become more proactive and to fix technology
problems before guests complain.”
• Meeting rooms “High tech meeting rooms
need to be as commonplace in hotels as they
are in the business community. We need products
from vendors that will enable operators to
offer services such as videoconferencing—not
as one-offs that are likely to costs thousands, if
not tens of thousands of dollars—but as hotel
services priced to be cost effective for meeting
planners,” said Rice. Going forward, watch
for technology that speeds up communication
among event planners, attendees, speakers and
exhibitors, as well as with hotel staff. Also on the
agenda are advances that will streamline the
financial processes that now span three to five
different systems.
• Content management “As an industry, we
are managing all of the descriptive content
about our hotels in ways that aren’t much
different from a printed brochure,” Rice said.
Currently, content can be sprayed all around
the Internet often to Web sites where hoteliers
have little control over how it is used, when it
gets replaced and whether it gets changed.
Hoteliers can look forward to a “deliverable”
from HTNG’s upcoming content management
workgroup that will ensure guests get up-to-date
accurate information that presents hoteliers’
products in the best possible light. “HTNG aims
to solve the real day-to-day issues of the hotel
industry. Being involved means you can be a
contributor to decisions that will be key to future
integrations,” said Richard Wiegmann, COO,
TRUST.WIZCOM, a subsidiary of Travelport.
• Data security Customers want everything
personalized, but they don’t want their data
available on a widespread basis. Rice sees the
need to address this issue—from working with
credit card companies to establish best practices
to improving the security of guests’ sensitive
data. Security issues are bound to get more
complex. Microsoft’s Muta said, “Hotels will be
leveraging location technology. Think about how
we could use that technology to push information
to guests. A guest card or a key tag with a radio
frequency identification chip (RFID) would give
the hotel access to a great deal of preference
information. If you know your guest uses your
workout facilities at 5:30 a.m. and you know he/
she usually likes a massage, you can program
a billboard at the exit of the gym to recognize
the guest and ask if he or she wants to schedule
a massage. One thing we need to establish is
where personal attention ends and intrusion
begins. Data security will be a big issue—how
it’s collected, how it’s stored and how, and by
whom, it’s accessed. HTNG helps us look at the
issues in a proactive way.”
www.hospitalityupgrade.com
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Power Up
IP Telephony/VoIP

© istockphoto.com/ Paul Wilkinson

Unleash the power of your wireless network to
improve guest connectivity, staff productivity and
response time to guest requests.

W

i-Fi has become an expected
hotel amenity, from no-frills
budget hotels to the most
elegant five-star properties. A hotel that
can offer IP telephony/VoIP with color
touch-screens and photos of the guest’s
family waiting in the room grabs headlines.
It hasn’t been a lack of vision that has
limited widespread utilization of cutting
edge telephony; it has been price. “For
most operators, the primary challenge
regarding IP telephony is the cost—not only
the cost of the hardware and software,
but the cost of the network required to
support the technology,” said Clark Crook,
president, Lorica Solutions, a provider of
guest connectivity, IP telephony, business
center solutions and real-time support.
With HTNG as a catalyst, vendors and
operators began exploring options that
could bring down costs while broadening
the menu of telephony applications for
both guests and staff. What they saw
was an opportunity to leverage the
wireless networks hotels already use for
mobile voice solutions. “HTNG has been
of tremendous value to Lorica. We have
been able to interface regularly with
vendors, clients and industry experts who
have offered us invaluable insights into the
industry. HTNG has been our ‘bully pulpit’,
promoting technological advances and
addressing key issues,” Crook said.

Increased Productivity,
Decreased Costs
HTNG does more than talk about issues;
it does something. Each workgroup delivers
results that can be put to work in the field
immediately. To meet operators’ need for
roaming intelligent staff phones, HTNG’s
workgroup reused the guest wireless
network. Integration of wireless IP phones
with the Wi-Fi network will enable guests
to make voice or video calls, conference
calls or information inquiries (such as flight
status) anywhere on property. Perhaps
A6
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even more important, it
gives hotel staff real-time
access to guest information
and guest requests on their
phone handsets. SpectraLink’s
With HTNG as a catalyst, vendors and operators
Vice President of Marketing
began exploring options that could bring down
and Product Management
costs while broadening the menu of telephony
Alex Cioth said, “Wireless
applications for both guests and staff.
telephony allows for an
improved guest experience.
The hotel can offer higher
could save operators as much as 20 minutes
levels of customer service and greater
per guest request because of the decreased
efficiency.”
time it takes to move data from the system
Operators wanted more than a marketing to the handset.
tool. They wanted integration solutions that
Hoteliers who have tight integration with
would increase productivity and response
business systems can distinguish themselves
time. Drawing on HTNG’s industry-leading
from their competition. Once a converged
initiatives on integration, vendors designed
network is in place, hotels using systems such
a wireless telephone system that integrates
as the Lorica Room Center will have direct
seamlessly with existing telephone systems
connectivity to IP telephones, IP cameras,
and supports features such as dial-byIPTV, high-speed Internet access (HSIA)
extension, call-forwarding and voice mail.
door locks, minibars, room safes and more.
These wireless telephones also provide
Hotels will no longer need to run individual
message integration with other businessnetworks for each technology.
critical applications such as security, HVAC
Integration has tangible benefits on
and customer relationship management
the cost side as well. “Eliminating airtime
(CRM) systems, said Cioth. Housekeeping
overage and other charges associated
status and guest check-in notification from
with cellular could translate to a savings
CRM systems can be sent to individual
of 50 percent or more on hotels’ monthly
wireless telephones. The engineering
communication charges. Those savings could
department and other staffs can open,
add up to thousands of dollars a month,”
respond to and
said Cioth.
close inquiries in less
time. Integration
The Benefits
Participants in
into the HVAC
• Ability to use the same wireless backbone network
system transforms
HTNG Telephony
the handset into
as other guest services, such as high-speed Internet
Demonstration at HITEC
a remote control.
• Range of applications, such as weather, flight
Engineers can
information, stock quotes
FCS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
use their wireless
• Video calls
SPECTRALINK
telephones to adjust
• Integration of room controls, such as temperature
ALCATEL
the temperature
and do not disturb and make up room indicator lights
of a meeting room
• Automated guest service requests, such as pick
anywhere on the
up laundry, clear a room service tray, request maid
property. Cioth
service or set an auto wake-up call
estimated that
wireless telephony
HTNG Supplement Fall 2006
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Future-Proof
Guestroom Entertainment
Explore the potential of all-in-one set-top box to keep pace
with customer expectations.

G

uests immersed in a personalized,
digital world aren’t asking
hotels to become consumer
electronic stores fully stocked with the latest
techno-toys. In fact, they prefer their own
equipment. What they are asking for is
a single point of connectivity that ensures
every device that’s part of their digital
lifestyle will work in the guestroom with no
hassle and no headaches.
An all-in-one set-top box (STB) could
make that happen. HTNG explored
the possibilities in its white paper on
what guests want in terms of in-room
technology—both today and tomorrow.
“As the white paper points out, the
hospitality industry has been limited in
its ability to deliver next-generation
entertainment and communication services
by the lack of a global blueprint for
an in-room device that can provide the
intelligence and connectivity to deliver what
the guest of the future seeks in the market,”
said Tom Pullen, vice president of IP VOD,
for Guest-Tek.

Making It Real
Moving from theory to a deliverable
product required not only cooperation from
a variety of vendors and operators, but
also out-of-the-box thinking. HTNG members working on the all-in-one STB solution
faced down the challenge of writing the
specifications for a cost-effective platform
supported by both service providers and
content owners to ensure delivery of a
working system with high-quality content.
OnCommand Chief Technology Officer
and Senior Vice President David Simpson
said, “The challenge of a project like
the all-in-one STB lies in working with
competitors and customers to find a
common solution. We had large operators
and several smaller companies. We had
members focused on serving high-end
clients and others trying to address broader
markets. HTNG gave us an opportunity to
collaborate with key individuals from across
the industry to explore solutions that would
best meet everyone’s needs.”
A8
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Using the specification written by the
workgroup, vendors will be able to capture
economies of scale in manufacturing and
deliver a full set of features and flexibility
to hotel operators, Pullen said. That should
translate to lowered costs, increased
efficiencies and an enhanced guest
experience as all guestroom technologies
become converged and harmonized into
one network coordinated by one intelligent
device—one reason the STB spec was
designed in parallel with HTNG’s docking
pod project. “We wanted to make sure the
spec was capable of supporting evolution
in the product category,” he said. While
future-proofing is difficult to claim, Pullen
said the use of USB 2.0 and wireless USB
should maximize flexibility for connection to
devices and systems not yet in the market.

Consistent, Enhanced
Guest Experiences
As written by the workgroup,
the STB spec positions the device
as central to the in-room guest
experience. It will manage an
interface that establishes a portal for
guests to dock their personal media
devices. At the same time, it will
leverage the guestroom entertainment
and communication features such as
high-definition (HD) television and the
surround sound stereo.
“There are significant opportunities
for brands to use this concept to
create an enhanced
guest experience
HTNG
that is personalized
Set-Top Box Team
and customized for
each guest,” Pullen
GINN CLUBS & RESORTS
said. The all-inGUEST-TEK
one STB also has
HOSPITALITY NETWORK/
positive implications
COX BUSINESS SERVICES
across chains. “If a
THE KOR GROUP
hotel company can
LODGENET ENTERTAINMENT
find one or more
CORP
service providers
LORICA
SOLUTIONS
using a common STB
ONCOMMAND
platform around
QUADRIGA
the world, it will
HTNG Supplement Fall 2006

increase its ability to deliver a consistent
guest experience at each of its hotels,”
Pullen said.
Simpson said he’s not ready to call the
all-in-one STB a breakthrough yet, but he
does see it as a means to overcome the
generational platform differences that have
blocked broader and faster technological
evolution. Simpson said, “Hoteliers would
not have to be tied to older technologies
through periodic replacements.” As new
technologies or capabilities become
available, the design will be able to evolve.

Raising the Bar
HTNG continues to push the technology
envelope for the industry by addressing
challenges like the all-in-one STB. “HTNG
is a great forum in which leaders in our
industry can think. Think about the future.
Think about how they can serve their
customers. Think about what needs to be
done. With the speed of business, it’s a rare
moment that allows us to sit back and think.
HTNG gives us a way to do that,” Simpson
said.
The deliverables produced by this
and other workgroups are more about
hard work and dedication than sudden
discoveries. Pullen said, “The real eureka
moment will come when one of the vendors
releases a product based on the specs the
team put forward.”

The IMX1020 Set-top box courtesy of Matrixstream

The Benefits
• Consistent guest experience across the hotels
within a chain
• Connectivity guests want, both today and
tomorrow
• Interface management that manages a portal for
guests’ devices
• Ability to leverage guestroom entertainment and
communications features
• Customization capabilities that individualize the
guest experience

www.hospitalityupgrade.com
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Seamless Service

Make information about guests’ schedules,
preferences and spending patterns available
to all departments, all the time with a single
guest itinerary.

I

t’s 8 p.m. Do you know where your guests are? The food and
beverage (F&B) department may know which guests have dinner
reservations but, without system-spanning interfaces, it’s doubtful
that information is shared throughout the hotel. It’s more likely the
guest’s hotel booking is located in the PMS; dining reservations go
only to the restaurant; spa, golf and other activities are held in one
or more activity scheduling systems, and appointments outside of the
hotel are posted in the concierge’s system. “All of these appointments
are made by our staff for our guests. Yet, with current technology, we
are not able to look into one system, see all the appointments that
were made and quickly provide the guest with that information,” said
Natasha Nelson, corporate director, hotel information systems, for
Four Seasons Hotels & Resorts.
Before HTNG members tackled this problem, many vendors focused
primarily on developing functionality that responded to requests
from their own hotel customers. That changed when HTNG opened a
dialogue for vendors and operators. “In our workgroup meetings, it
became apparent that consolidating guest information is an issue all
hoteliers face. Vendors understood that, instead of developing and
certifying many proprietary interfaces, they could do this just once
and reuse this development effort with other vendors—thus accommodating many clients’ requests and saving on development costs,”
Nelson said.

Shared Information, Seamless Service
Development of an interface that will result in a single guest
itinerary (SGI) should spur guest service to a new level and improve
a hotelier’s ability to profile its guests. “Guests have come to
expect innovations that make their stay as enjoyable and troublefree as possible. The ability to access and to make changes to any
element of a personal itinerary is the next step in enhancing the
guest experience. The brand that offers this experience will have
a competitive advantage,” said Ron Ward, COO of OpenCourse
Solutions. It has revenue-generating possibilities as well. Delivery
media for this kind of experience, including in-room television,
hand-held devices and the Internet, offer additional marketing
opportunities through a variety of guest interactions. Also on the list of
benefits will be lower costs. The SGI eliminates the manual labor and
multiple interfaces currently required to transfer itinerary information
from one system to another.

“A Big Improvement”

of a cancelled stay, sell to
other guests. Once a profile is
linked between the two systems,
updates to guest profiles register
automatically in both systems.
The interface also includes
posting functionality so that the
external scheduler can post
charges directly to a customer’s
room folio without having to
implement the traditional posting
interface. Repository information
held in the PMS can be retrieved
via the interface and presented
to guests by video information
systems, Web booking systems
and technologies such as IP
phone systems.
Christian Lechner, vice president, business development, TAC IT America, which offers spa and activity software under the Reservation Assistant brand, said, “The SGI opens
up a new source of information for profiling guests. Better understanding
of guest behavior—activities, timing, the amount of secondary spending—allows for better management and better future planning.” The
ability to share statistical and guest preference information from the PMS
to other departments enables departmental managers to identify the
trends that define marketing opportunities.

The Power of Change
Equally important for operators is that this interface will be able
to mix and match the best systems for their properties without worries
about creating serial interfaces or lack of connectivity. “HTNG is a
driving force in developing interfaces that allow for open communication without artificial boundaries. It allows hoteliers to select the best
products in their field without being restricted by concerns about lack
of interfaces,” said Lechner.
HTNG continues to evolve. “As a group, we discussed whether to
maintain compatibility with prior HTNG delivery standards versus
adopting newer Web service best practices in common usage
today. We decided to implement the industry’s best practices and
adopt standards for which there exists ample publicly available
documentation. This reduces the effect of proprietary implementation
and leverages development tools that implement those standards,”
said Thomas Gresham, development manager, distribution services,
MICROS Systems. “The SGI workgroup was of great benefit to us.
With the donation and, afterwards, the rework of our available
‘activity message standard,’ HTNG will help to make this a true
standard—especially with companies such as OpenCourse and
PAR Springer-Miller’s SpaSoft and TAC’s Reservation Assistant
participating.”

This interface will give hoteliers one-stop access to the information
they need to provide guests with an e-mailed or mailed confirmation
letter with exact details of their appointments prior to arrival—“a
big improvement from a marketing standpoint,” said Nelson. Upon
checkin, the front desk staff could present a welcome card or letter
that also includes this information. There would be no slow-down in
the check-in process because the desk clerk would not need to access
other systems or refer the guest to another desk.
Updates to scheduled activities would be triggered automatically
from the activity scheduler to the PMS. Cancellations made in the
PMS would create notifications in the activity scheduler—information
departments can use to invite the guest to reschedule or, in cases
A10
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Participants in HTNG
Single Guest Itinerary
Demonstration at HITEC
FCS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
MICROS SYSTEMS INC.
OPENCOURSE SOLUTIONS
PAR SPRINGER-MILLER
TAC GmbH

The Benefits
• Visibility of full guest itinerary to all staff
• Assurance that new or changed reservations
don’t conflict with existing ones
• Shared information from the reservations system
to departmental systems that includes room
cancellations, reducing activity no-shows
• Easy-to-retrieve summaries for guests from any
HTML-enabled device

www.hospitalityupgrade.com

globe into the guestroom
experience. Fully digital signals using transport standards
such as TCP/IP and MPEG4
can move high- definition
(HD) video content around
the world without reducing
quality.
Delivering HD from sources
worldwide to a hotel in a
cost-effective manner is a
complicated task. Satellites,
servers, disk storage and
software are required to
deliver content to the guest
seamlessly. However, this
solution will create dramatic
new definitions for what
makes a brand experience.
Since HD video can be taken
from its source anywhere in
the world and encoded in
real time at a satellite uplink
location, it can give hotel
companies a consistently
perfect television picture across hotels in
multiple geographic locations.
With IPTV, a brand can acquire its own
content
rights and make that programming
Take control of your television content delivery and expand
available to every hotel in its portfolio. Hotel
functionality to reposition the in-room entertainment offer as a companies seeking to differentiate themselves can buy exclusive rights within the hotel
new revenue stream.
industry for anything from popular television
top of the list—not somewhere in the 200s?” programs to concerts or sporting events. Trav“It’s no use buying a $10,000 television
asked Price.
elers who want to watch that programming on
set and then giving the guest nothing to
demand, will have a reason to seek out hotels
watch,” said Nick Price, chief technology
that offer it—giving the brand an inventive
officer, Mandarin Oriental Hotels Group,
Match Content to Your Brand
but compelling competitive edge. With IPTV,
and current HTNG president. Large screens
Price and other operators took their
and prestigious makers’ name plates may be challenge to HTNG. “Creating a technology hotels can save every program that’s ever
marketable, but they’re not enough to satisfy package that will see operators through the been produced and play it on demand.
Michael Tourigny, Guest-Tek’s vice president
guests’ appetites for customizable entertainnext three to seven years is what HTNG’s
of marketing, said, “Current technology and,
ment. Price estimated the take-up on most
In-Room Technology workgroup is about. It
more importantly, business models, have crevideo-on-demand (VOD) paid programming
brings together vendors and operators to
is only 5 percent of guests. Of that 5 perdecide what they can do to make the future ated a barrier to this type of customization.
The service provider owns the network, and
cent, 75 percent buy adult content. “Hotel
happen now,” Price said.
the hotel is unable to introduce new entertaincompanies have a significant opportunity to
Like all of HTNG’s workgroups, the Inment options to the system because of the
reduce adult content, match content to the
Room Technology group concentrates on
negative impact on video-on-demand (VOD)
brand and provide the kind of programming deliverables. Vernon Smith, president and
buy rates. Owning and controlling an IPTV
guests will want to pay for. The television
COO of Tangerine Global, a provider of
shouldn’t be just an entertainment center; it
high-definition programming packages, said, system means the hotel is free to define the
content play-list for its guests.”
should be a revenue center,” he said.
“Bringing together an imaginative group of
Tangerine Global’s Smith predicted hotel
As much a part of the luxury experience
technical people and business people generbrands
will utilize IPTV to deliver a more inteas customizable pillow menus or lighting
ates more ideas than any company could
grated entertainment experience while “forcontrols, personalized entertainment content
implement in a lifetime. HTNG provides a
is high on guests’ to do lists for hotel operaforum that helps us focus our efforts on com- ward-proofing” their technology investment.
“Today’s technology and content offerings
tors. “Our guests know what they want,
mon problems and put together a doable
and they want it right away. Why can’t we
roadmap for a solution that would be viable limit entertainment offerings to locally available products. Going forward, personalized
record months’ worth of programming and
in the hotel environment.”
content will be deliverable from around the
serve it to guests when they want it? Why
Free to explore all avenues, workgroup
world. It will be tailored specifically for the
can’t we personalize the channel listings for
members saw that they could harness the
individual guests. That’s a compelling packthe Japanese guest in a Hawaiian hotel so
power of IP television to seamlessly inteage,” Smith said.
that the Japanese channels show up at the
grate all sources of video from around the

That’s Entertainment
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Space Age Technology,
Practical Solutions
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Despite the space age aura of satellites and the promise of access
to hundreds of channels, the workgroup’s IPTV solution fits with HTNG’s
emphasis on break-throughs that have immediate and practical applications. An interactive program guide can work as an integrated
element with an IP-VOD system, presenting available content to
guests and allowing them to search all categories. The guide would
show VOD titles as well as linear programming and customer content
presented by the hotel.
IPTV also gives service providers the capability to personalize a
channel lineup based on a guest’s stated or observed preferences.
“Their preferred or most frequently viewed channels can be presented as the first channels in the lineup,” Tourigny said.
In HTNG’s terms, practicality extends to the cost side. For now, the
cost of IPTV would be comparable to that of an HD coaxial cable
system in terms of the head-end investment and the in-room costs to
ensure the proper levels of encryption and conditional access are
maintained in all content, according to Tourigny.
As with any technology, the price is coming down. “IPTV offers cost
and quality improvements. Over the product lifetime, the cost will be
lower for IPTV than for traditional products,” Smith said. Some of that
could be felt near-term as television manufacturers roll out IP-ready
television sets and Telcos introduce IPTV to customers. In years to
come, the availability of multiple applications without multiple tuners also promises to reduce costs. A pure IPTV environment will not
require any tuners since the set-top box will deliver all of the “channels” to the panel.

The Profitable Possibilities
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With operators and vendors on the same side of the table, the
end result of the workgroup’s IPTV initiative produced open-ended
potential for driving up guest satisfaction alongside revenues. Customized content, the possibility of full integration that allows guests
to plug and play their own music through the television or view their
own photos, and a new way to market the hotel’s services to guests
unleash the revenue-building power of the television/entertainment
package, said Price.
Giving customers what they want could increase take up to 20
percent, he predicted. “If you offer the guests a chance to see
the Formula 1 race they missed while on a long-haul flight or the
opportunity to enjoy a little jewel of a movie that got one arthouse run, they’ll be willing to pay you for it. How much is still to be
determined,” said Price. “But how many people wouldn’t be willing to
pay to relax and enjoy their favorite program between the rush of
their day and a business dinner? HTNG’s workgroup’s solution creates
a new revenue opportunity. It offers a way to satisfy our clients and
tap a new revenue stream.”

Participants in HTNG
IPTV Demonstration
at HITEC
GUEST-TEK
TANGERINE GLOBAL
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The Benefits
• Reduced cabling cost
• Runs on Cat5 or coax (with DOCSYS modem)
• Consistent, high-definition content deliverable to
hotels anywhere, using any entertainment provider
that supports IPTV
• Brand experience for in-room entertainment
• Locally stored high-definition content

www.hospitalityupgrade.com
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Transform Entertainment from

“In-room” to “At Home”

Creating new revenue streams with a new-age docking pod
lets guests bring their digital lifestyles into their hotel rooms
while keeping down installation costs.

H

ow many hours does your maintenance department spend reconnecting misconfigurations resulting from
guests’ do-it-yourself attempts at connecting
their portable devices to the television?
How many calls does the front desk staff
field from guests who cannot figure out the
hotel’s connections? How many guests are
dissatisfied when they cannot plug and play
everything from their laptop to their iPod®
to their video games? For most hotels, the
bottom-line answer is “too many.”
Current guestroom entertainment systems
cannot keep pace in this increasingly digital,
portable world. HTNG brought together
hotel operators and vendors to design and
build a flexible, easy-to-use docking pod
that can. Brainstorming sessions in HTNG’s Inroom Technology Workgroup paved the way
for the development of a streamlined desktop unit that meets guests’ ever-changing
in-room technology demands while reducing
the need for costly cabling, minimizing the
steps in changing input sources and maximizing guests’ options for all of their audio,
video and computer devices.
“This is a fantastic example of how HTNG
has identified a situation in which guest
satisfaction could be enhanced through the
use of customer-facing technology,” said
Neil Betterton, vice president, sales and
marketing, the Americas, TeleAdapt. The
fact that this type of technology product
did not exist represented an opportunity to some of the vendors in the group.
“TeleAdapt’s MediaHub™ truly was borne
out of HTNG. We, as vendors, learned that
this product is something the industry needs.
We have taken what HTNG calls for in the
ideal docking pod and written much of that
into our longer term development roadmap.
However, we believe much of the market is
prepared to install a MediaHub now which
provides the basic functionality that can be
used with today’s technology, without lots
of customization and integration and that
could be purchased for a sub-$100 price,”
Betterton said.

Lower Labor Costs, More Flexibility
Frank communication within the workgroup
context not only helped define what operators needed to better serve today’s guest; it
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motivated both hoteliers and vendors to push
the envelope for digital connection options.
“HTNG means vendors get a front-row seat
that enables them to see what customers
are thinking about, what they’re planning
for. Customers can look to vendors for their
insights. HTNG is highly interactive, and that
is extremely valuable,” Betterton said.
Operators within the workgroup
outlined clear objectives. The
Executive Vice President of Marketing for Guest-Tek Michael Tourigny
said, “One of the big front-end
challenges was how to develop a
docking pod with the right mix of
connection types without creating
an unmanageable mess of options
that would drive up the cost and
complexity for the guest.”
It had to be easy to use and
simple and cost effective to install.
“Guests do not want to wade
through four pages of instructions
to be able to listen to their iPod
or watch the video clip from their time at the
beach that morning,” Tourigny said.
Talking directly with operators also underscored the need for a guest-friendly unit that
would eliminate the need for guests to hunt
for inputs or disrupt the in-room set-up with
their reconnection attempts. Betterton said,
“TeleAdapt decided early that we would
make our initial MediaHub an ‘on-desk’
rather than built-in design. This cuts the cost
of installation and enhances the hotelier’s
ability to adapt and future-proof this
technology. There is no need to wait until the
next big remodel.”
Compact and marketable to both business
and leisure travelers, these small units
deliver connectivity
still on many guests’
wish lists. “How
Participants in
many guests can go
HTNG Docking
home and plug their
Demonstration at
laptops into their
flat-screen television? HITEC
Making these
products not just
GUEST-TEK
available to guests,
TELEADAPT
but easy for them
to use represents
a major marketing
HTNG Supplement Fall 2006

opportunity for some brands,” said Betterton.

What’s Next
HTNG’s workgroups and demonstration
projects stress practical solutions with immediate applications. But, they also explore nextgeneration possibilities that will help hoteliers
future-proof their technology investment.
On the horizon are docking pods that can
identify the type of device plugged into them
and make the appropriate adjustments on
the inputs for the television or entertainment
systems, said Tourigny. These are devices that
could consolidate the connections down to a
single USB cable that would connect to the
set-top box which then would present the appropriate content to the television for playback and/or viewing.

MediaHub™ image courtesy of TeleAdapt

Tourigny said with the range of products
hitting the market, hoteliers will have many
options for presenting connections readily to
the guest. “Guest satisfaction will improve as
guests are able to use to their own audio and
video devices. On the operations side, hoteliers
should experience fewer situations in which
guests need to search to find the appropriate
input on the back of the television,” he said.
Simplicity of installation and lower total
costs also will improve the bottom line. These
advantages could be just the beginning, said
Tourigny. Consider the potential of a docking
pod in a wireless USB environment that could
link to the entertainment system as well as
other devices in the room–from the phone and
surround sound to HVAC controls.

The Benefits
• Common interpretation of OpenTravel™ Alliance
specifications most vendors can support
• Plug-and-play, auto-detect or one-button versatility
• An in-room experience that is closer to if not better than
“at home”
• Ability to leverage the in-room entertainment investment
• Reduced damage to televisions from guests trying to
connect directly
www.hospitalityupgrade.com
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Take Control
of Distribution Connectivity
A new distribution interconnectivity specification takes the pain out of
switching CRS and extends yield control to last-room availability.

H

otel operators were ready with a
long wish list when they sat down
with vendors at HTNG’s property
distribution workgroup. Bill Peters, vice
president, reservation services, Outrigger and OHANA Hotels & Resorts, wanted
ready communication between applications. “We’re lacking usable interfaces to
control distribution,” he said. His colleague,
former HTNG board member Joe Durocher,
Outrigger’s senior vice president and chief
information officer, asked for an alternative
to proprietary interfaces that only allow
certain packages to communicate. Hyatt
Hotels’ Alex Lee wanted a specification that
could bridge the generation gap between
systems—specifically transaction systems. In
his view, hotels were dealing with an overflow and duplication of data, as well as too
many control points (for example, rates for
PMS, central reservation systems and each
distribution channel).
“The biggest hurdle for the operators was brokering relationships between
vendors to get things done. They felt they
needed some way of managing communication between systems,” said Teresa
Galler, vice president, operations, MultiSystems, Inc. (MSI). IDeaS Vice President of
Product Management Linda Hatfield said,
“The lack of interoperability between solutions meant hoteliers had to wait while their
suppliers worked to build interfaces from
scratch. That translated to long delays and
to a compromise in the functionality the hoteliers wanted to use.”
It also made it difficult for hoteliers to
push and pull information to maximize content control. Pegasus Solutions’ Vice President Product Design and Portfolio Management Pieter Hugo said, “Hotels need a simple, reliable way to maintain content with a
single method to enter and update information, create a flexible and reliable permission-based viewership, manage diversity of
legacy restrictions in channels, and provide
periodic updates for data with the ability
to push data when needed. They want to
know how information should and can be
used, and to remember what processes to
complete when information changes.”
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These new channels
need a simple, reliable
way to obtain content
with a single method
to receive information,
regardless of the hotel or
intermediate processor,
both on-demand and as
changed in real time. “An
earlier HTNG workgroup’s
objective was to develop
and promote a common
framework for content that
describes hotel products.
This includes aggregation
of information, database
management and
distribution of information
to channels,” Hugo said.

© istockphoto.com/Deanna Quinton Larson

Speeding Up the
Distribution Process
Any solution also would
have to end the timeconsuming transfer of
identical information to
different systems in very
different formats—a process that still was
being done manually in some cases. Time
lags that resulted from these Byzantine
efforts were causing delays in the transfer
of information and “massive maintenance
and monitoring efforts as each connection
followed its own business rules and
technical set up,” said Richard Wiegmann,
COO, TRUST.WIZCOM, a subsidiary of
Travelport. “What did operators want? In
two words: easier interfacing.”
According to Wiegmann, “It was not
so much the technology that was missing,
but rather its use within practical and
workable interface standards.” Design
and development of an interface that
could standardize usage profiles regarding
reservation, rate and availability
exchanges between systems is a major step
in giving operators the ability to establish
interfaces quickly and cost effectively.
“Distribution of content in as many
different distribution channels as possible
in the shortest time frame possible, while
HTNG Supplement Fall 2006

Image courtesy of IDeaS

maintaining control, is the key to success in
a volatile and unstable travel market. The
only way to achieve that is by simplifying
and standardizing the connections between
the various systems and eliminating manual
intervention wherever possible,” Wiegmann
said.
Wiegmann said standardization brings
huge cost savings from the outset. New
interfaces will need only minor adjustments,
not complete redevelopment. Development
time will shrink from months to weeks.
Operators will be able to distribute content
faster to more channels, exponentially
increasing their profit potential.
“The current challenge for hotels
today is managing all the channels—and
understanding that each one is different,
depending on the market segment it
represents,” said TravelCLICK Chief Architect
David Marshall.
The distribution model is also changing,
according to Marshall. “Many of today’s
distribution models are based on a series of
www.hospitalityupgrade.com
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one-way communications—between external
systems, third-party vendors and the hotel,”
he said. TravelCLICK wants to move from
that traditional industry model to one of
interactive booking conversations driven by
real-time interactivity between channels.
“As TravelCLICK prepares its distribution
platform for open communication and
interactivity, HTNG provides an effective
foundation for communication and
collaboration with key distribution channels
and partners,” Marshall said. “We look
forward to working with HTNG and its
members to devise industry-standard usage
profiles in the areas of availability queries
and interactive booking.”
Wiegmann predicted applications for
groups, folios, statistical data and other
types of information exchange. “There is
so much more to do, but we’re on the right
track,” Wiegmann said.

Full Range of Product Options
With a common set of specifications,
the future is closer than ever. HTNG’s
Executive Director Douglas C. Rice
observed that throughout the project
HTNG’s workgroup stressed the importance
of using OpenTravel™ Alliance (OTA)
standards. “OTA standards were so flexible

that vendors were all supporting different
having all systems display and search on
subsets and interpretations. That meets a
the confirmation number given to the guest is
need, to be sure, but the industry needed
huge; so is the reduction in redundant data
broad adoption of a single subset and
entry,” she said. “Why would we, as vendors,
interpretation. By taking a subset of the
develop the same reservation interfaces over
OTA standards and creating a single,
and over again? If a customer’s technology
rigid interpretation and approach to
decisions can be based around the benefits
implementation, that’s what the workgroup
of an individual system to their operational
achieved,” he said.
needs and not on the interface itself, the
For the authoring companies, this
entire industry will be able to focus on making
specification serves as a framework for
strides in areas that really count—the ones
building on additional functionality to their
that affect the hotel guest and the hotel’s
products. It will serve as a bridge to other
ability to serve that guest—and doing so at
solutions. “Everyone can spend time working the highest price and with the most efficiency
on meaningful enhancements rather than
possible. Belonging to HTNG puts us on the
ironing out the differences between various
cutting edge of decisions like this that will
product interfaces. With the basics out of
shape our industry’s future.”
the way, vendors
can focus their
Participants in HTNG
The Benefits
energy on new
Distribution
• Common interpretation of OpenTravel™ Alliance
functionality,”
Demonstration at
said Hatfield.
specifications most vendors can support
HITEC
Galler pointed
• Yield controls extend last-room availability into all
to the upside
connected distribution channels
IDEAS
for both vendors
• Ability to switch CRS quickly during rebranding
MULTI-SYSTEMS INC.
and operators.
• Ability to operate mixed CRS, PMS and RMS platforms
“The guest
PAR SPRINGER-MILLER
without sacrificing interoperability
service potential
TRAVELPORT (FORMERLY
• Version upgrades by key vendors won’t break interfaces
in something
CENDANT TRAVEL
with other systems
as simple as
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS)
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Put the Future
to Work Today
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CASE STUDY

Integrate your property management and channel management
systems to forecast, manage and shape demand for faster response
time, improved yield management and higher profitability.

D

oing business online is the goal of
most hotels. The trick is discovering
a simple way to do it. “There is no
limit to the channels you can be on,” said
Scott Fiegehen, director of distribution and
product management, Intrawest Leisure
and Travel Group. “The problem is how to
manage those channels.”
The process is not easy for hotel chains.
Manual input wastes time and money.
Corporate staff must ask hotels for rates
and availability, then send that information
out to the channels, then go back into the
property management or central reservation
system to log in reservations. That means
excessive labor hours devoted to data entry,
slower response times and missed profits. “It
sometimes took a week before we could spot
revenue opportunities,” said Fiegehen.
Seeking ways to increase efficiency and
RevPAR at Intrawest, Fiegehen identified
an opportunity to integrate technologies to
solve some of his toughest Internet-related
challenges. The trouble was that even bestin-class PMS and channel management
systems were not interfaced for maximum
communication.

The Three-Day Solution
Fiegehen turned to Hotel Booking
Solutions Incorporated (HBSI), which provides
Intrawest the Demand GatewayTM channel
management tools, and PAR Springer-Miller
Systems (PSMS), its PMS provider, to come
up with a solution.
“Since the two vendors had not worked
together on this kind of integration before, I
was bracing for a long, custom integration,”
he said. But when they started comparing
notes, they saw relevant applications for the
fully OpenTravel™ Alliance (OTA)-compliant
spec they had helped to co-author as part
A20
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automatically flow through their systems
and into the distribution channels in real
time. “Rate changes and new offers will
hit the market in a fraction of the time it
used to take,” said Burke. “Intrawest will
be able to respond to market trends faster
and maximize its online yield management.”
As more distribution channels move to this
interfaced model, Intrawest will be able to
achieve price parity across all channels and
automatically deliver bookings into their
PMS. “This style of real-time cooperative
interface provides a seamless relationship
between systems,” said Grigg.
With seamless integration, hotel staff can
stop typing and start looking at the numbers.
Fiegehen points to opportunities to manage
his distribution strategy more intensively.
Since Intrawest’s SMS|HOST system
receives bookings in real-time, Fiegehen’s
team can implement strategies that respond
to the booking pace and make changes in
occupancy in real-time as well, transmitting
the rate and availability changes
immediately to the distribution channels.
Armed with this performance data,
hoteliers can fine tune their online
optimization programs. This solution “makes
it possible to manage as many online
partners as we can get interfaced without
the need to hire additional staff or overload
our existing staff,” said Fiegehen. “Whether
we are interfaced to one distribution channel
or 100, it’s the same amount of work to
maintain.
“I had heard of HTNG, but I assumed that
as an operator, rather than an information
technology person, it didn’t apply to me,”
said Fiegehen. “My eyes were opened very
quickly when I saw how fast I could get two
vendors interfaced and how quickly I could
start seeing the financial benefits of this
project.
“I can see that involvement in HTNG can
make the difference between functionality
that provides a real benefit to me right now
and functionality that is several seasons
away,” he said. “If all interfacing went this
well, the industry would be much further
along than it is today.”

of HTNG’s distribution workgroup. Since
both vendors had implemented it, interfacing
was not a major hurdle.
“Most of the key issues were resolved
during our three-day talks. I was thinking
years in development terms. They were
saying months,” said Fiegehen. “Without
HBSI’s and PSMS’ involvement in HTNG, it
would have been much more expensive to
work out the communication issues.”
“After joining as a charter member
of HTNG, many of our customers have
heard our mantra about the benefits of
service-orientated architectures (SOAs).
We use this technology to deliver wellengineered solutions. We also know that
any organization on board with HTNG is
well credentialed to make it happen,” said
Sophie Grigg, vice president of research
and development for PAR Springer-Miller
Systems.
Given the commonality of compliance
with HTNG’s specs, HBSI and PSMS saved
the time and frustration of developing a
one-off interface. “HTNG took the work
out of the protocols, communication aspects
and business rules of the interface itself and
allowed the vendors to focus entirely on
catering to the customer’s business needs,”
said Stephen Burke, HBSI’s interface
group manager. “To put it another
The Benefits
way, 90 percent of the challenges that
• Reduced labor costs
legacy interfaces have in making it
• Access to a broader range of distribution channels
from idea to fruition are the very ones
• Automatic flow-through of rates and availability
that HTNG has eliminated. All that
from PMS through the channel management system
remains is vendors working together
into the distribution channel
to bring technology solutions to their
• Faster response time to trends and opportunities
• Analysis that gauges channel performance
customers that drive business value.”
• Trend reporting that suggests rate and inventory
Better Yield, Higher Profits
action
This interface will enable hotels
• Ability to add channels without hiring extra staff to
manage them
to make changes in their PMS that
HTNG Supplement Fall 2006
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WHY JOIN HTNG? “Being an HTNG
member allows you to be part of a long-term
solution that will make the entire industry
stronger,” said Linda Hatfield, vice president,
product management, IDeaS.
Benefits for Operators and Vendors
Finding solutions to hoteliers’ most pressing
technological challenges is what HTNG is
all about. That pays dividends for both
operators and vendors. “As an HTNG
member, I can meet my peers from other
companies, share experiences and determine
what’s needed in a non-commercial
environment. We’re all working toward
the goal of commonality in technological
communication,” said Fraser Hickox, group
general manager, research and technology,
The Peninsula Hotel Group, who regularly
travels from his base in Hong Kong to
attend HTNG meetings in North America
and Europe. The value-for-money return on
Hickox’s time and travel investment extends
to its business-building discussions. “HTNG
is a catalyst for new ideas. Our latest
guestroom telephone is Bluetooth and VoIPenabled—a direct result of listening to what
industry peers were saying,” he said
Chuck Marratt, director of information
technology, MTM Luxury Lodging, cites HTNG
as the catalyst that takes these futuristic
ideas from the discussion stage to the hotel.
“Integration between technology platforms

has become easier and less expensive
because we can use Web services and
XML message sets developed by an HTNG
workgroup,” Marratt said.
Being face-to-face with customers
and working alongside them has
powerful potential for vendors as well.
Open conversations “outside the sales
environment” have proven to be a catalyst
for developing products the market clearly
wants. “Through HTNG, we have learned
first hand what operators’ hot button
issues really are. These conversations have
helped us validate, refute or refine product
concepts in the early stages. We can direct
our development efforts more intelligently
as a result,” said David Bankers, senior
vice president, product and technology
development, LodgeNet.
HTNG also gives vendors a venue in
which to develop workable solutions—with
their customers to guide them. Steven
Gelb, managing director, Maxim Revenue
Management Solutions, argues that one
reason the hotel industry has lagged
the travel industry in the deployment of
technology centers on the time and expense
required to achieve interoperability.
“HTNG has addressed these problems
directly by launching high-profile, successful
interoperability technology pilot programs
at a low cost to vendors and hoteliers,”
Gelb said.

Join the Leaders

Who Are Changing an Industry
Image courtesy of The Peninsula Hotel Group

Upside for Companies Large and
Small

Become part of HTNG, and
shape the next generation of
technology solutions for the
hotel industry.
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Open and accessible, HTNG’s membership includes a rich mix of large, medium
and small companies. Niche players and
specialists work shoulder-to-shoulder with
the giants to break down barriers to better
hotel technology. “In the past, the biggest
hotel chains forced advancements from the
biggest hospitality technology vendors and
the results were shared by all, eventually.
HTNG changed all that. Companies of any
size have the opportunity to speak directly
with and influence many hospitality vendors
at once. All members have an equal say,”
said Bob Bennett, the former chief information officer, Ginn Clubs and Resorts.
Always looking for new challenges,
HTNG has enriched its membership with
key technology vendors not traditionally
focused on hospitality as well as vendors
from Europe and Asia bringing their new
HTNG Supplement Fall 2006

product categories to the United States.
“TAC was invited by a hotelier to join HTNG.
It has opened up opportunities for us, as
a European-based specialist/consultancy
growing in the American market, to get our
product in front of a wider range of both
customers and vendors. We liked the fact
that the outcome of HTNG initiatives is a
marketable product. For hoteliers, that can
be insurance for their technology investment,”
said Christian Lechner, vice president, business
development, TAC IT America.

Events That Build Business
Participation in HTNG’s workgroups and
events delivers even more. Last March,
more than 250 hotel technology leaders
gathered in Dallas for HTNG’s second annual
conference, a 55 percent increase over 2005.
HTNG also keeps its members looking toward
new horizons with its white paper reports,
Thought Leadership programs and other
publications.
Hilton Hotels’ Vice President of Technology
Strategy and Architecture Les Kornberg said,
“Not only is HTNG ‘spot on’ in terms of where
we need to take technology. The addition
of the Thought Leadership program to its
conference adds even more value. The 2006
HTNG annual conference was the best and
most useful technology conference I’ve been
to in several years.” The Thought Leadership
program gives members access to the cutting
edge thinking of some of the biggest names
in the business. “Listening to top leaders of
Intel, Siemens, PBS and others share their
thoughts on the future direction of technology
was extremely insightful,” said Monika
Nerger, Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group’s
vice president of technology, the Americas.
“The guest of the future will drive the hotel
room of the future in ways that we cannot yet
imagine,” said Nerger.
Challenging the status quo and identifying
new technology solutions is a global effort.
Already a growing force internationally,
HTNG is holding its first annual European
conference in October 2006 in Lausanne.
“There is a great deal of energy among
HTNG’s European members. The time is right
to establish a local presence in that market,”
said Douglas C. Rice, HTNG’s executive
director. Asia-Pacific is well-represented in
HTNG, an important factor with so many
hotel companies turning their development
toward China and beyond. “I attend a lot of
events around the world. HTNG’s conferences
are brilliant—excellent sessions with good
speakers and content,” said Australian
consultant Ted Horner.
To take your place in shaping the industry’s
future, contact HTNG at www.htng.org.
www.hospitalityupgrade.com

